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ABSTRACT 
 

In modern radiotherapy (RT) techniques (conformal), the optimum dose distribution can be achieved 
by covering the target volume with certain isodose line (e. g. 95%), aiming to cover this volume with the 
clinical prescribed dose. Recent linear accelerators are provided with multileaf collimators (MLCs) to 
configure the shape of the radiation field with the treated volume in any direction. To gain the same results 
in conventional radiotherapy, tedious work is necessary in mould room to make the required shielding 
blocks. The aim of this study is to evaluate the conformal radiotherapy techniques with different field 
arrangements in comparison with the conventional field arrangement in order to deliver a higher dose to 
the target volume than conventionally given, (in other words to rise the dose, while sparing surround 
healthy tissues). By trials and experience we will arrive at conformal techniques that are optimum for brain 
gliomas GBM. A three dimensional treatment planning system (3D-TPS) will be used for dose calculations 
and data analysis to choose the optimal dose distributions. In order to deliver a high conformal dose 
distribution, multileaf collimators and accurate patient/phantom positioning is essential.  
 
Key words: Modern Radiotherapy, RT, Multileaf Collimators MLC, Brain Gliomas GBM, 3D- three 

dimensional TPS. 
 

Introduction 
       

Glioblastoma is the most common and aggressive primary brain tumor (Louis et al., 2007). Radio 
therapy is the mainstay of treatment for malignant gliomas, even in case of recurrence (Maximilian et al., 
2011; Niyazi et al., 2011). However, radio therapeutic challenges still exist in balancing the goals of 
optimizing local control against minimizing the potential toxicities of radiation therapy (Truong,  2006), in 
other words, in radiotherapy, the goal of treatment planning is to spare the critical structures while 
delivering the complete prescription dose to the target volume (Narayana et al., 2006). Recent advances in 
planning and delivery of radiotherapy including three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy, intensity 
modulated radiotherapy, Brachytherapy, proton therapy allow dose escalation with more precise 
localization of the maximum dose region and maximum sparing of normal brain (Taylor, 2006). 
Conformal radiotherapy is a new irradiation technique made possible by technological improvements, 
especially progress in imaging and 3D dosimetry by conforming the volume irradiated as closely as 
possible to the clinical anatomical target volume (Withers, 2000). To achieve this, the application of 
multileaf collimators (MLCs) has become of a great importance to make radiotherapy more efficient. 
3DCRT allows the delivery of higher doses of radiotherapy to a target volume with less treatment related 
morbidity compared with conventional external beam radiotherapy techniques (Gupta et al., 2005). The 
intent of radiation therapy is to select the best or most favorable of the possible therapeutic strategies for 
maximizing tumor control and to minimize the radiation injury to the surrounding normal tissues, and this 
is clearly an optimization problem. However, most optimization procedures are restricted to criteria based 
ondosage. The optimal plan, based on all the criteria often requires a combination of numerous beams, the 
number is usually restricted to 5 or less and the range of other variables. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
The study was carried out at Clinical Oncology& Nuclear Medicine Department, Mansoura 

University Hospitals, Egypt.  
High energy linear accelerator LA, computed tomography CT, simulator, and Elekta Precise three 

dimensional treatment planning System 3D-TPSwill be used in this study on 9 patients with gliomas. We 
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carry out the following steps conventionally (without using MLC), and conformally (with using MLC) on 
each patient:  

 
Patient positioning and Immobilization (Treatment Simulation and Setup): 
 

For a patient set-up on simulator device, markers (lead wires) are placed on the skin (Purdy et al., 
2004), at the medial and lateral borders, in a transverse treatment plane in the lesion or away from it. The 
patient is marked so that the set-up can be reproduced for imaging and treatment, using an isocentre 
reference point on stable skin. The couch height will be set using this reference point, and then the couch 
moved laterally for a measured distance x cm.  
 
Imaging Data: 
 
 With CT-Scan we will obtain a CT data set of the region to be treated or region of interest (ROI), with 
a suitable slice spacing (0.3 cm), serial number of transverse cuts along the lesion and extending an extra 
area above and below the lesion in order to see the normal tissues or the organs at risk (OAR) around the 
target. These images will be received by the three dimensional treatment planning system 3DTPS, through 
a net cable (Chao et al., 2002), whose software will translate an image number into the electron density, 
and then collect and load the transverse cuts constituting the sagittal, coronal views, and 3D image. 
 
Anatomy Delineation: 
 
 The radiation oncologist delineates the gross target volume (GTV), clinical target volume (CTV), and 
planning target volume (PTV) (ICRU, 2004), on every CT slice shows tumor mass and organs at risk 
(OAR) around the target. In this work we delineate 12 organs at risk (right and left eyes and optic nerves, 
right and left orbits, optic chiasma, brain stem, spinal canal and cord, whole brain, and normal brain 
tissue.) 
 
Dose Specification (Prescription): 
 
 Gliomas are often treated by 200 cGy per fraction along 30 fractions, and five ones daily per week 
(Wen and Kessari, 2008). 
  
Trying Treatment Techniques: 
 
 Photon beam radiotherapy is carried out with a variety of field sizes under a constant SSD=100 cm for 
all beams, with photon beam of 6 MV energy. There are several techniques of using external beam therapy 
to treat gliomas. These techniques are: stationary or fixed techniques, dynamic techniques, and a 
combination of them. 
 
The stationary techniques: 
 
Include using from two beams to more; three fields, four fields (box, or diamond)… 
 
Using wedge filters: Wedge Pair Technique: 

 
Wedged fields are often used in pairs (wedge pairs), the two beams aimed at astructure at right angles 

with wedges, with their heels toward each other, the dose uniformity over the tumor ismarkedly improved. 
N. B. The pink color outer the PTV represents the 95% dose wash and the discrete yellow lines 

represent the beams used.  
Figures (1) and (2) show the effect of a wedge pair technique (Gantry Angles 85o and 180o) on the 

isodose distribution in the conventional and conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the 
patient with GBM in the left side, 60 years aged. 
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Three fields’ technique: 
 
 This technique can reduce the relative dose to superficial tissues while maintaining a high central dose 
in the tumor. The three fields may be open, wedged, or two wedged and one open 

Figures (3) and (4) show the effect of a three beams technique (three wedged fields: two laterals with 
G. A. 90o and 270o, and one anterior oblique with G. A. 355o) on the isodose distribution in the 
conventional and conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the patient with left temporal 
GBM, 31 years aged. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Shows conventional technique (three wedged 
fields: two laterals and one anterior). 

Fig. 4: Shows conformal technique (three wedged 
fields: two laterals and one anterior) with the 
use of MLC. 

 
Figures (5) and (6) show the effect of three beams technique (two laterals parallel wedged fields with 

G. A. 270o and 90o, and one posterior open with G. A. 180o) on the isodose distribution in the conventional 
and conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the patient with GBM in the right side, 51 
years aged. 

 

  

Fig. 5: Shows conventional technique (three 
fields: two lateral parallel wedged 
fields and one posterior open). 

Fig. 6: Shows conformal technique (three fields: 
two lateral parallel wedged fields and 
one posterior open) with the use of 
MLC. 

 
Figures (7) and (8)show the effect of three beams technique (two right oblique wedged fields with G. 

A. 317o and 238o, and one right lateral open with G. A. 270o) on the isodose distribution in the 
conventional and conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the patient with GBM in the right 
side, 44 years aged. 

 
Four-field technique: 

 
Using two sets of parallel opposed fields, four fields at right angles aimed at the same center, 

resulting isodose distribution is box-like, or diamond-like. This configuration of beams lowers the dose at 
the sides of the patient.  

 
 

Fig. 1: Shows conventional technique (wedge pair). Fig. 2: Shows conformal technique (wedge pair) with 
the use of MLC. 
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Fig. 7: Shows conventional technique (three fields: 
two wedged fields and one right lateral 
open). 

Fig. 8: Shows conformal technique (three fields: 
two wedged fields and one right lateral 
open) with the use of MLC. 

 
The input of coronal beams: 
 
  The use of one or more coronal beams alone, or in a combination with oneor more direct beams, with 
wedges or not.  

Figures (9) and (10) show the effect of three beams technique (wedge pair with G. A. 180o and 270o, 
and one coronal open with G. A. 113o and couch A. 270o) on the isodose distribution in the conventional 
and conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the patient with right parietal GBM, 48 years 
aged.  

 

  
 
Fig. 9: Shows conventional technique (three beams 

technique: wedge pair and one coronal open). 

 
Fig. 10: Shows conformal technique (three beams 

technique: wedge pair and one coronal 
open) with the use of MLC. 

 
The Dynamic Techniques: 

 
Arc Technique: 

 
This technique produce a relatively concentrated region of high dose near the isocentre, but also irradiate a 
greater amount of normal tissue.  
 
Rotational technique: 
 

Is the same as arc technique, but the beam is turned-on during one only rotation around 360 of the 
gantry. 

 
Combination between stationary and dynamic techniques: 

 
Figures (11) and (12) show the effect of three fields  (wedge pair with G. A. 351o and 258o and right 

arc field with G. A. starts at 209o and stops at 4o) on the isodose distribution in the conventional and 
conformal technologies respectively in the treatment of the patient with GBM, 75 years aged. 
 
Dose calculation: 
 

A dose computation algorithm, calculates the dose distribution, and dose statistics (maximum, 
minimum, and mean doses), through the defined 3D volume. 
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Fig. 11: Shows conventional technique of (three 

fields: wedge pair and right arc field). 
Fig. 12: Shows conformal technique of (three fields: 

wedge pair and right arc field) with the use 
of MLC. 

 
Plans Evaluation: 
 
Using plan evaluation tools (isodose display, DVH, and dose statistics). 
 
Plan Documentation: 
 

At the end of dose calculation process, we obtain the data sheet, whichrepresents a report about the 
beams, and technique used. 

 
Plan Implementation and Verification: 
 

In order to verificate different treatment techniques, we will apply it on the Alderson Rando phantom 
to know if it is applicable on the patient and treatment machine or not, then the treatment technique which 
is applicable and acceptable by the oncologist will be applied on the patient, and the patient will be 
irradiated by linear accelerator with the typical set-up as that on CT, and Simulator, with thermoplastic 
mask, and head-rest for immobilization purposes. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
Generally, in the present study, the age range was between 25-75 years with median patients, ages of 

50 years. These findings were in agreement with the study of Bese et al., (1998), who registered 64% of 
their patients in the age group which older than 40 years, and also, with the study of The Medical Research 
Council in which their patients within the age group 45-59 years constituted >50% of the total number of 
studied patients.  

The goal was to deliver >95% of the prescribed dose to >95% of the PTV (Bese et al., 1998; Alongi 
et al., 2009; Perna, et al., 2010). The choice of the best conformal plan depends on some trials which 
depend on the site of the tumor, sensitivity and tolerance of OARs.  

In particular, modern systems based on 3D-conformal planning and delivery are able to reduce the 
irradiated volume of normal tissue, and, therefore, offer the opportunity to deliver higher tumor doses with 
acceptable complication rates compared with conventional RT (Amaury et al., 2011).    

As the number of beams increased, the isodose levels become tighter on the target, on the other hand, 
as the number of fields increased, the treatment process will be a time consuming, loaded on the linac 
machine, and very expensive if we used irregular shaping beams. 

Figures (13a,b)  show the 95% isodose distribution and the volume of the target that is covered by 
this value in the transverse views and the data sheets for the two techniques conventional and conformal in 
the optimum plan from our trials for different sites of brain gliomas, we mentioned that there is no big 
difference between the two techniques for the gross and planning target volumes, but the dose is tighter on 
the tumor than in the conventional technique, for all the organs at risk it is obvious that the dose decreases 
on them by the conformal technique. Thus, in this study; we will be satisfied with the conformal technique. 

    
Left Parietal GBM:  

 
The optimum technique used for treatment: The three fields (two parallel opposed wedged right and 

left with gantry angles (G.A.) 90o, and 270o, and one posterior open with G.A. 180o) as in the patient with 
Lt. occipito-parietal, grade IV, and he was 60 years aged, in which the dose covers the PTV while all 
structures are in the safe site, and take less than their tolerance; figures 13(a, b).  
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Wedge pair technique (G.A. 85o and 180o) is good also, but increases the maximum dose on the 
target up to 109% on PTV, 109% on brain and normal brain tissue, 23% on brain stem, 29% on left eye, 
31% on left optic nerve and 32% on left orbit. The use of three fields (two wedged with G.A. 68o and 
185o, and one lateral oblique open with G. A. 130o fields) is very useful, but increases the maximum dose 
on Rt. eye up to 16%, Rt. optic nerve to 17% and Rt. orbit to 18% of the prescribed dose, then higher the 
mean dose to 5%, 6%, and 5% respectively. 

 

 
a)                                                                                  b) 

Fig. 13 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the transverse view& the data sheet for conventional and 
conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of left parietal GBM. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a)                                                                                  b) 
Fig. 14 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the sagittal view& the dose volume histogram (DVH) for 

conventional and conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of left parietal 
GBM. 

 
Right parietal GBM:  

 
The optimum technique used is the three fields (two wedged beams with G. A. 180o and 270o, and 

one coronal beam with G. A. 113o and couch A. 270o), as in the patient with Rt. parieto-occipital intra-
axial, aged 48 years; figures 15(a, b). 

The use of wedge pair technique (G. A. 355o and 249o) is similar to the optimum and raises the dose 
on the optic chiasma, also raises the maximum, then the mean dose by very small value on the structures. 

If we try three wedged beams (Rt. lateral with G. A. 270o, Lt. lateral with G. A. 90o, and posterior 
with G. A. 180o) also the results will be similar to the optimum, and it also decrease the minimum dose on 
the Rt. eye, Rt. Optic nerve, and Rt. orbit by, 0%, 22%, and 0% of the prescribed dose respectively, and the 
maximum dose to 22%, 26%, and 27%, then the mean dose to 19%, 23%, and 20% of the prescribed dose, 
by making the thick end of the wedges toward the Rt. eye. 
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                     a)                                                                       b)                                                                                                           

 
Fig. 15 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the transverse view& the data sheet for conventional and 

conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right parietal GBM. 
 

In the patient with Rt. parietal (high Rt. parietal lobe, intra-axial) aged 50 years, the optimum 
technique used is two wedged beams (G. A. 276o and 175o) in which the GTV covered by 98%, PTV 
covered by 95% of the prescribed dose, and all organs at risk are in the safe site. 

If we try two wedged coronal beams (G. A. 328o and 240o with couch A. 90o) the dose will be raised 
over all structures, the minimum dose increases on the optic chiasma, brain stem and Rt. optic nerve up to 
31%, 4% and 28% respectively, the maximum dose will be raised on the GTV, PTV, brain, normal brain 
tissue, optic chiasma, brain stem, Rt. eye, Lt. eye, Rt. optic nerve, Lt. optic nerve, Rt. orbit, Lt. orbit, spinal 
canal and spinal cord, up to 106%, 109%, 111%, 111%,38%,84%,29%, 2%, 33%, 20%, 33%, 22%, 21%, 
and 9% respectively, and then the mean dose will be raised up to 102%, 102%, 44%, 36%, 36%, 37%, 
20%, 2%, 31%, 4%, 24%, 2%, 4%, and 4% respectively.  

If we used a combination of static and dynamic techniques (arc beam with G. A. starts at 340o and 
stops at 250o, coronal wedged beam with G. A. 321o, couch angle 90o, and Rt. posterior oblique wedged 
with G. A. 212o) is similar to the optimum technique except only it increases the maximum dose on brain 
stem up to 35% then the mean to 8% of the prescribed dose.  

In the patient with Rt. parietal grade 2 diffuse fibrillary astrocytoma, aged 25 years, the optimum 
technique used is the three fields (two wedged beams with G. A. 320o and 237o, and one Rt. lateral open 
beam with G. A. 278o, and couch A. 0o). The use of wedge pair technique (G. A. 320o and 237o) is 
similar to the optimum. 

If we also try the three fields technique (two parallel opposed wedged Rt. and Lt. with G. A. 270o 
and 90o, and one posterior open with G. A. 180o, and couch A. 0o) the dose on the optic chiasma will be 
increased up to 34% minimum, 60% mean and the maximum dose will be increased on the Lt. optic nerve 
to 71% and Lt. orbit to 70% of the prescribed dose. 

In the patient with Rt. parietal intra-axial, aged 51 years, the optimum technique is the three fields 
(two wedged with G. A. 319o and 237o, and one lateral open with G. A. 270o) all structures are all in the 
safe site, only brain stem exposed to maximum point 93% because of its nearby from the target.The wedge 
pair technique (G. A. 320o and 234o) is also good but raises the dose on the optic chiasma, the minimum 
dose up to 16%, the maximum dose up to 33%, then the mean dose to 24%.  

If we use the three fields technique (Rt. and Lt. two parallel opposed wedged with G. A. 270o and 
90o, and one posterior open with G. A. 180o) the maximum dose on the optic chiasma increases up to 
34%, the mean dose to 21%, also increase the maximum doses on the Rt. eye, Rt. optic nerve, and Rt. orbit 
up to 27%, 35%, and 43% respectively, then the mean dose up to 8%, 10%, and9% respectively. 

 
Right Temporal GBM: 

 
  In the patient with Rt. temporal lobe high grade glioma, aged 44 years, the optimum technique used 

is the wedge pair technique (G. A. 317o and 238o); figures 16 (a, b). If we use the three fields (two wedged 
beams with G. A. 317o and 238o, and one Rt. lateral open beam with G. A. 270o and couch A. 0o) the 
results will be similar to the optimum. If we exchange the open beam by the coronal beam (G. A. 60o and 
couch A. 270o) is also similar to the above.  
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      a)                                                                                                                             b) 

 
Fig. 16 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the sagittal view& the DVH for conventional and conformal 

techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right parietal GBM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)                                                     b)        

 
Fig. 17 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the transverse view& the data sheet for conventional and 

conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right temporal GBM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a)                                                                    b) 
 
Fig. 18 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the sagittal view& the DVH for conventional and conformal 

techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right temporal GBM. 
 
Left temporo-parietal (T/P) GBM: 

 
In the patient with Lt. T/P frontal GBM brain tumor, aged 31 years, the optimum technique is the 

three fields (two wedged with G.A. 10o and 128o, and one open with G.A. 70o), and all the structures take 
the tolerance from the prescribed dose (200 centi-Gray per fraction); figures 19 (a, b).  

Wedge pair technique (G. A. 0o and 90o) is very useful, but increases the dose on the optic chiasma 
and left orbit, increases the minimum dose on the optic chiasma up to 42%, and increases the maximum 
dose on nearly all structures; GTV, PTV, brain, normal brain tissue, optic chiasma, brain stem, Lt. eye, Rt. 
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optic nerve, Lt. optic nerve, Rt. orbit and Lt. orbit, up to 112%, 115%, 114%, 113%, 94%, 99%, 72%, 
40%, 96%, 39%, and 96% respectively, then increases the mean dose on optic chiasma, brain stem, Lt. eye, 
Lt. optic nerve and Lt. orbit up to 60%, 43%, 44%, 59% and 43% respectively. 

Three wedged fields technique (G. A. 355o, 90o and 270o) also is very useful, but it increases the 
minimum dose on optic chiasma up to 49%, the maximum dose to 93%, then the mean dose to 64%, and 
increases the maximum dose on Rt. optic nerve and Rt. orbit up to 50% and 51% respectively, increases 
the mean dose on Lt. eye, Lt. optic nerve and Lt. orbit up to 34%, 56% and 37% respectively.      

Three fields (two parallel wedged Rt. and Lt. with G.A. 271o and 95o, and one anterior open with G. 
A. 0o) also is good, but higher the minimum dose on the optic chiasma up to 67%, the maximum dose to 
82%, the mean dose to 70%, and raise the maximum dose on Rt. eye, Rt. optic nerve and Rt. orbit up to 
53%, 68% and 68 respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)                                                                       b) 

 
Fig. 19 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the transverse view& the data sheet for conventional and 

conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of left temporo-parietal (T/P) 
GBM. 

 

 
 
a)                                                b) 

 
Fig. 20 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the sagittal view& the DVH for conventional and conformal 

techniques respectively from the left to right in case of left temporo-parietal (T/P) GBM. 
 
Right temporo-parietal T/P GBM:  

 
In the patient with Rt. frontal temporo-parietal region, aged 75 years, the optimum technique used is 

the three fields (two wedged beams with G. A. 357o and 265o, and one coronal beam with G. A. 359o and 
couch A. 270o); figures 20 (a, b).If we exchange the coronal beam by the direct open beam (G. A. 318o, 
couch A. 0o) the results will be the same as the optimum technique. 
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And if we exchange the coronal beam by the arc beam (G. A. starts at 209o and stops at 4o) the dose 
will be increased on the structures and on the optic chiasma by 58% minimum dose, 90% maximum dose 
and 80% mean dose.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)                                                       b) 

 
Fig. 21 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the transverse view& the data sheet for conventional and 

conformal techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right temporo-parietal T/P 
GBM.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a)                                                             b) 
 
Fig. 22 a, b: Shows 95% isodose distribution in the sagittal view& the DVH for conventional and conformal 

techniques respectively from the left to right in case of right temporo-parietal T/P GBM. 
 
The use of wedge pair technique (G. A. 355o and 249o) is similar to the optimum and it saves the 

optic chiasma more but it raises the maximum then the mean dose by very small value. 
In the patient with Rt. T/P GBM brain tumor, aged 59 years, the optimum technique used is the three 

fields (two anterior and posterior opposed wedged with G. A. 30o and 180o, and one lateral open with G. 
A. 270o) but the anterior enters from the coronal view by taking the couch an angle 270o, in order to keep 
the right orbit away from the entrance of the anterior beam, thus the share of the coronal beam in this 
technique safe the right orbit as all.  

The use of three fields (two wedged with G. A. 347o and 208o, and one Rt. Lateral open with G. A. 
269o) increases the dose on both right and left orbits at all, increases the maximum dose on Rt. eye, Lt. eye, 
Rt. optic nerve, Lt. optic nerve, Rt. orbit and Lt. orbit up to 72%, 22%, 91%, 34%, 92 and 33% 
respectively. But if we use the three fields (two wedged Rt. lateral wih G. A. 270o, Lt. lateral with G. A. 
90o , and one anterior coronal open with G. A. 30o, couch A. 270o) it highers the maximum dose on the 
optic chiasma, brain stem and Lt. orbit up to 90%, 97% and 69% of the prescribed dose.  
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Conclusions 
  
From the study, conformal radiotherapy is widely replaced by conventional radiotherapy in the 

treatment of brain gliomas, as 3D-conformal planning reduces the irradiated volume of normal tissue, and, 
therefore, offers the opportunity to deliver higher tumor doses with acceptable complication rates 
compared with conventional planning.  

In the treatment of gliomas GBM, the optimum technique for treatment is the three fields (two 
parallel opposed wedged right, and left, with gantry angle (G.A. 90o, 270o, and one anterior or posterior 
open direct or coronal) in the condition of Rt., or Lt. temporal, or parietal. Wedge pair technique, is also 
good, but increases the maximum dose on the target, and the orbit that is near to the target. The use of 
three fields (two wedged, and one lateral oblique open fields) is very useful, but increases the maximum 
dose on the target, and the orbit that is far from the target. The use of the three fields (two fields, anterior 
and posterior oblique wedged, and one lateral open) but the anterior enters directly or from the coronal 
view by taking the couch an angle 90o or 270o, in order to keep the orbit away from the entrance of the 
anterior beam, is very useful in the conditions of Rt., or Lt. T/P. 
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